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Letter from the CEO
It’s been six months
since we released our
inaugural NZ Commercial
Property Thinkbook
where we examined, with
the insights from industry
experts, an economist,
and financial advisers,
the interesting times we
are living in; increasing protectionism, changeagenda governments coming to power, crumbling
emerging markets, rising debt, and geo-political
issues. And, in Godzone, share market volatility
and uncertainty and surging residential property
capital values and landlord compliance.
Since then the picture hasn’t changed much
except that NZ businesses have a few more
concerns, particularly around the perceived
lack of direction in the Government’s strategy
for business, its review of capital gains tax, and
continued market volatility.
These things, combined with increasing head
winds for the residential investment sector are
making longer-term unlisted commercial property
investment a more attractive option for investors.
We recently presented at the National Advisers
Conference – with over 150 financial advisers and
accountants in attendance, who told us that more
of their clients are asking about the benefits of
investing in commercial property.
Per the charts below is what we told them.
Figure 1:

Compared to other asset classes including
residential, bank bonds and listed property
vehicles (LPVs), unlisted commercial property is
currently paying encouraging yields.
On a gross return basis, PMG investment funds
outperformed our listed peers in the period
May to 30 June 2018 . This is with the exception
of NPT and Argosy which are both trading at
discounts to net tangible asset (NTA) value which
improves their relative gross dividend yields.
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https://www.propertymgr.co.nz/unlisted-commercial-property-stands-test-of-time

Research1 shows that if you had invested
$100,000 25 years ago in directly held
commercial property, the value of your investment
now would be 7.75 times that at $775,000 (2018)
despite two major economic downturns; the
economic downturn in 1998 (Asian Financial
Crisis) and the Global Financial Crisis in 2008.
Following the GFC it took unlisted commercial
real estate only three years to fully recover its
loss of value (approx. 40%) versus equities which,
having lost the equivalent value, took six years.
What we’ve seen over the years is that
investors gravitate back to tangible assets with
easily identifiable revenue streams when markets
are volatile and uncertain, just like we are seeing
now.
So not only is commercial property performing
strongly, it also has the robustness to recover well
from economic downturns. Investors who invest
in the sector for the long term, reap the benefits
of sustainable cashflow and solid value growth of
their investment.
It’s no secret that New Zealanders have a
love affair for property, and while people are still
looking for homes, less are looking to invest in
them, but rather are looking to productive assets
like commercial property. Us Kiwis still like that
property cannot be lost or stolen – it’s a tangible
asset.
It’s also no secret that we are at the end of
the economic cycle. History shows that every 10
years (approximately) we head into a slowdown or
bear market. Since the GFC we are now 12 years
into that cycle.
Although New
Zealand’s economy is
faring well currently, with
interest rates forecast to
stay low in 2019, globally
the economic picture is
uncertain.
While we can’t predict
the economic future,
PMG’s 26-year proven
track record of providing
sustainable returns
through a variety of
challenging economic
fluctuations, and our diversified portfolios and
business model, puts us in good stead to weather
any pending turbulence.
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Yours sincerely

Scott McKenzie
CEO & Director
Property Managers Group

Upcoming events
Investor Roadshows with guest
speaker Cameron Bagrie
Tauranga • Matamata • Auckland • Dunedin
30-31 October 2018

Call us to secure your space now

Cameron Bagrie’s
economic outlook

Grumpflation is here

What’s Grumpflation? That’s a combination of
grumpy growth and rising costs.
Growth across the New Zealand economy
has moderated and there is growing wariness
that a downturn is around the corner. But I
don’t like that term. Why? There are risks,
notably offshore, and I’m getting increasingly
worried about places like China, but the New
Zealand economy is in reasonable shape
when we eye the bigger picture.
Look at Xero’s small business insights data
which shows that firms are paying their bills,
that’s a good sign. If that changes, I’ll start
using phrases such as a ‘downturn’.
Some of the reasons for this moderation
are because the economy is facing capacity
constraints. The unemployment rate sits at 4.5
percent. Finding skilled labour is one of the
biggest problems facing firms. That’s a good
problem, not a bad one.
Inflation is low and contained. Historically,
it has been the emergence of inflation (such
as in 1996/97 and 2006/07) that has resulted
in aggressive lifts in interest rates which have
hit the domestic economy hard. The Reserve
Bank of New Zealand (RBNZ) is neutral on the
outlook for interest rates citing that the next
move could be up or down. So upcoming
inflation ‘reads’ will be eyed as firms are being
hit with a lot of cost increases.
The New Zealand economy does not have
severe late-cycle excesses that can warn of

a pending correction. The economy does
have points of vulnerability, such as extended
Auckland property prices, but not an array of
warning signs.
The government correctly trumpets strong
macro-economic policy settings including low
levels of government debt, fiscal surpluses,
ease of doing business and policy flexibility,
and the financial system is assessed as being
sound.
The economy is also still receiving
continued strong impetus from migration.
Both monetary policy (interest rates) and fiscal
policy are stimulatory. Commodity prices
remain buoyant (though easing of late) and a
lower New Zealand dollar will help the export
sector. Construction and infrastructure activity
are strong. All these factors will support
growth.
BUT…..there are challenges ahead.
We are seeing lots of rising cost pressures
(lower New Zealand dollar, petrol prices,
insurance, pressure for wages to move up
sharply) and this could stoke inflation and
force interest rates up. Rising costs are
crimping profitability and siphoning money out
of consumer’s pockets.
The business sector is nervous over
prospects for government policy in numerous
areas, but notably labour relations. Business
confidence is weak, despite survey’s saying
it’s strong, though it is not useful as an
economic indicator. Other more relevant
barometers show less appetites to hire
and invest. This could flow into actual
economic data at some point given consumer

confidence has softened too.
So what should we expect over the next
12 to 18 months? The economy is facing a
material economic transition. This transition
will be bumpy. It will take time to unlock new
areas of growth as old sources (leveraging,
strong asset price gains, migration, dairying,
non-renewables) provide less impetus.
Greater clarity from government is needed
over the economic plan.
The global scene is being eyed nervously.
Key areas for New Zealand are China,
Australia and trade policy. Momentum in China
is slowing, the currency is easing and equities
have been under pressure. Sydney house
prices are falling, and people are speculating
the same could happen in Auckland.
Auckland house prices have fallen already, but
it has been orderly.
The outlook for the New Zealand economy
remains reasonable. However, there is a lot
more uncertainty than usual. The two main
risks are that we talk ourselves into a funk
(weak business confidence) or a global event
derails us. The global environment is high risk
at present.
The good news is that New Zealand has
policy manoeuvrability to respond if growth
does weaken too much. The RBNZ has
signaled a preparedness to cut the OCR.
The NZD is already adjusting lower. There is
ample scope to loosen fiscal policy given low
government debt levels.
So what does this all mean? In uncertainty,
seek diversification and do your research.

Highlights of the last six months
•
•
•
•
•
•

We’re thrilled to have four new team members join PMG, Natasha Stocks as Management Accountant, Sacha Koster as Marketing Manager,
Lorena Zanesco as Finance Administrator and Catherine Tear as Senior Body Corporate Manager.
Since January we’ve traded $20 million of secondary units/or shares in our portfolios on behalf of investors - the highest level of secondary
sales in PMG’s history and now taking 2–4 weeks from instruction for secondary sales to occur.
Pacific Property Fund and PMG Direct Office Fund received AA ‘recommended’ ratings by FundSource, making PMG one of the first unlisted
fund managers in the country to have two funds receive these ratings.
PMG Capital Fund Offer is now fully subscribed and PMG Direct Childcare Fund Offer is expected to close fully subscribed by 31 Oct 2018.
Secured contracts on four off-market properties. Subject to final due diligence and shareholder approval we expect all four properties will be
acquired over the coming months.
The Asset and Property Management team have delivered solid rental income increases, in line with market reviews, for a number of
properties within Pacific Property Fund and PMG Direct Office Fund.

PMG Body Corporate business growing
Tauriko Industrial Precinct is one of Tauranga’s thriving success
stories. Expanding at a fast rate of knots, it is tenanted by some of the
region’s (and New Zealand’s) largest and most successful companies.
The Park also attracts smaller organisations wanting to do business with
these larger players.
As a result there are a number of Unit Title Body Corporate
administered complexes included in the Precinct. PMG’s Body Corporate
Team - lead by Director, Tony Brindle, and senior account manager,
Catherine Tear – administer five of these Body Corporate complexes,
with three currently under construction.
Tony says the increase in demand for Unit Title Body Corporate
administration in the commercial and industrial sectors (as well as

residential) has grown significantly in the last five
years, particularly in areas like Tauriko, Mount
Maunganui, Hamilton and Rotorua.
“With significant experience and expertise in
body corporate administration, PMG’s portfolio
is growing on a daily basis, with two new, large
residential complexes signed on in one week alone,”
says Brindle.
For more information on our Body Corporate services, please contact
Tony Brindle on 07 929 7108 or 027 479 8727
or by email tony@propertymgr.co.nz.

Dr Wayne Beilby reflects on his first
year as PMG Independent Director
In September last year I joined the PMG team
as Independent Director on the Board, following an
approach from Scott and Denis, who recognised the
company would benefit from an external influence
given its stage of growth and scale.
I relished the opportunity to work with the PMG
Board at such a key time of its evolution and I was
excited to help them take it to the next level.
Like any company, PMG needed to improve its
governance structure. I was confident there was
something meaningful and constructive I could bring.
To that end, over the year I’ve assisted the Board
in achieving a greater strategic focus. Like most
companies, executive directors naturally gravitate
to the day-to-day management issues. My role is
to help lift the conversation to a governance and
strategy discussion and step out of the detail. This,
on top of independently holding the management
team accountable on behalf of our customers,
shareholders, investors and tenants, is what I am
passionate about.
When it comes to governance, it’s a longterm programme of work. With all boards, over
time we hope to continue to chip away and make
improvements.

“Wayne has been instrumental for PMG.
He’s been a driver of excellence in terms
of the way we govern, set strategy and
manage risk within the business. He has
provided a unique voice and invaluable
ideas of how we could approach certain
challenges and opportunities. We are
in a better place thanks to Wayne’s
involvement,”
says CEO, Scott McKenzie.
A year on, I am happy with the progress and
sincerely feel the business is well positioned. The
directors are taking on board the advice given.
They are in a great place to convert the strategic
objectives due to the clarity they now have around
their governance and management structure.
PMG has a very strong management team and
I have full confidence in them. They’re doing a
great job and will continue to provide great service,
opportunities and value for investors. I hope to
continue to be able to assist them in the coming
years.
Dr Wayne Beilby

PMG receives 2 AA ratings

We’re thrilled to recently have received AA ‘recommended’ ratings
for our two retail investment funds, Pacific Property Fund (PPF) and
PMG Direct Office Fund (PMG DOF), by one of the country’s leading,
independent investment research house, NZX-owned FundSource.

Forecast gross dividend yields¹ for PMG Funds and NZ LPV’s

PMG is one of the first unlisted funds and property managers to
achieve two AA ratings. This places both portfolios in the top 20% of
the 56 Funds currently rated by FundSource.
Of particular note, the FundSource report commented the
following:
• It is ‘impressed by the PMG investment philosophy’, and that the
Pacific Property model ‘is not readily replicable by an individual
investor.’
• PMG DOF ‘is a unique offering in the New Zealand market.’
• FundSource referenced PMG’s 26-year history, ‘surviving natural
and financial market issues since inception’ and with its ‘more
recent diversification of capital sources, should see PMG remain
a sustainable business’.

Source: Capital IQ, Northington Partners’ estimates. PMG Fund’s distribution yields based on the last traded price on the
secondary market for May 2018 and accrued distributions to 30 June 2018. LPV FY19 share price as at 30 June 2018.
1
Reflects implied gross distribution yield for an investor with a 30.0% marginal personal tax rate.

To see the full reports from FundSource and Northington,
please visit our website here;
https://www.propertymgr.co.nz/fundsource-aa-rating

Welcome to the Body Corporate team ... Catherine Tear
We’re thrilled to announce the recent appointment of Catherine Tear,
who joined PMG as a Senior Body Corporate Manager in September.
Catherine has a wealth of general property and body corporate
expertise. She became a Body Corporate Manager in 2011 after eight
years working in various property related sectors.
Catherine has assisted hundreds of owners to successfully manage
their investments cohesively and guide them through the ever-changing
intricacies of legislative requirements.
Catherine is renowned for her straightforward approach to managing
the administration of unit title developments which creates both a
harmonious and enjoyable shared property ownership experience for
her clients, while maintaining a focus on maximising their buildings’
value.

Catherine will work closely with, and take over
more of the day-to-day operations of PMG’s body
corporate business, freeing-up Tony Brindle,
Director of PMG Body Corporate to operate in a
strategic advisory capacity, utilising his expertise in
the industry’s regulatory environment to improve
outcomes for our clients.

If you’re looking for an independent and transparent
Body Corporate service, please contact Catherine on 027-700 2400
or by email catherine.tear@propertymgr.co.nz

PMG in the community

In the media

We are proud supporters of the following worthy causes
Tony Brindle (Director, Body
Corporate) featured in the Spring
2018 issue of Ultimate Property
(UP) magazine. Tony discussed the
increase in demand for Unit Title Body
Corporate administration.
Our Head of Investment,
Daniel Lem appeared on
RadioLive’s Rural Exchange
in September 2018, speaking
about investing off-farm the
smart way.
Our CEO Scott McKenzie
and Head of Business
Development, Matt McHardy
spoke at the National
Advisers Conference in
Rotorua.

Sarah Ramsay (Business Development
- South Island) featured in the Otago
Daily Times. This mural of singer, Pink
featured at PMG-marketed Wall Street
Mall and raised $5,150 for Women’s
Refuge Dunedin when it was auctioned
on TradeMe.

Read about the
changes to the
Overseas Investment
Act and how it could
affect you

Latest Offers

www.propertymgr.co.nz/OIA

New
Offer
Coming

PMG Direct
Childcare Fund
• 10% Targeted minimum
internal rate of return (IRR)

Pacific Property Fund

(net of expenses but before
tax and performance fees
for financial year to 31
March 2019)

• Minimum investment
$100,000
• Open to eligible
wholesale
investors
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Contact us to register your interest.

Level 2, 46 Spring Street, Tauranga
Phone: 07 578 3494 Fax: 07 578 6455
Level 1, 5 Short Street, Newmarket, Auckland, 1010
Phone: 09 320 4698 Fax: 09 320 5101
Email: info@propertymgr.co.nz
Website: www.propertymgr.co.nz

